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Abstract— Machine learning (ML) has revolutionized trans-
portation systems, enabling autonomous driving and smart
traffic services. Federated learning (FL) overcomes privacy
constraints by training ML models in distributed systems,
exchanging model parameters instead of raw data. However,
the dynamic states of connected vehicles affect the network
connection quality and influence the FL performance. To tackle
this challenge, we propose a contextual client selection pipeline
that uses Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) messages to select clients
based on the predicted communication latency. The pipeline
includes: (i) fusing V2X messages, (ii) predicting future traffic
topology, (iii) pre-clustering clients based on local data distribu-
tion similarity, and (iv) selecting clients with minimal latency for
future model aggregation. Experiments show that our pipeline
outperforms baselines on various datasets, particularly in non-
iid settings.

I. Introduction
Machine learning (ML), a subfield of artificial intelligence,

focuses on developing learning algorithms and inference
models that enable digital systems to make decisions and
predictions in terms of the knowledge learned from data.
Over the past years, ML-based approaches exhibited great
potential to revolutionize various scientific, engineering, eco-
nomic, and cultural fields with outstanding technological
advancements such as Google AlphaGo and Open AI’s Chat-
GPT. In the filed of road transportation, ML is possible to
empower numerous new applications for realizing Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS), e.g., environmental perception,
road traffic flow optimization, and trajectory planning, which
can significantly enhance the safety and efficiency of trans-
portation systems [1]–[5].

Recently, a new ITS concept referred to as Cooperative
Intelligent Transportation System (C-ITS) attacked a lot
of interests from both academia and industry [6]. In C-
ITS, the cooperation between two or more ITS sub-systems
(personal, vehicle, roadside and central) offers better quality
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Fig. 1. An overview of vehicular networks in C-ITS, including vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-network (V2N),
and infrastructure-to-network (I2N) communication.

and an enhanced service level, compared to that of the
conventional ITS. As illustrated in Fig. 1, road participants
— specifically, connected automated vehicles (CAVs) —
can share information with one another through vehicle-
to-everything (V2X) networks, which encompass vehicle-
to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-
network(V2N), and infrastructure-to-network (I2N).

The European standards for C-ITS define several types of
V2X messages to facilitate decentralized information shar-
ing. Specifically, for cooperative awareness and perception,
dedicated message types – the Cooperative Awareness Mes-
sage (CAM) and the Collective Perception Message (CPM)1
– are periodically exchanged among CAVs and with roadside
infrastructure [7]. By sending and receiving V2X messages,
enriched and improved environmental data of road traffic can
be made available within vehicular networks.

In centralized model training using ML, CAV clients trans-
mit data to a centralized system through vehicle-to-network
communications. This process can generate an enormous
volume of data, potentially exceeding the network’s capacity.
Moreover, data collected from CAV clients for ML model
training cannot be directly shared due to privacy concerns.
Differing from conventional ML, federated learning (FL)
trains ML models using data from distributed systems, such
as devices or clients, without centralizing the data [8]. In FL,
connected clients share a model trained on their local data
with a server, which aggregates the local models and updates

1European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) http://
etsi.org/standards, specifically EN 302 637-2 for the cooperative
awareness service and TS 103 324 for the collective perception service.
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Fig. 2. Contextual client selection pipeline: (1) V2X message fusion; (2) Road traffic topology graph (RTTG) prediction; (3) Data-level client grouping;
(4) Network-level client selection.

the global model. The updated global model is then shared
back with the clients. This process is repeated for a sufficient
number of communication rounds until FL converges.

The deployment of 5G-V2X vehicular networks has further
facilitated the use of FL in C-ITS by providing higher data
rates and greater reliability for data exchange. This allows for
the training of larger ML models for C-ITS applications and
services, such as [9]–[11]. Although FL has great potential
to preserve privacy and utilize a broader range of data
resources [12], the employment of FL in C-ITS has to address
major challenges due to heterogeneity in data and networks,
which can not only limit the performance but also lead to
FL failures.
Data heterogeneity. Data across clients is non-iid (non-
identically independently distributed), resulting from various
sensor types, combinations, poses, road scenes, traffic sce-
narios, climate and weather conditions, and more.
Network heterogeneity. The diverse connection qualities of
clients can slow down model sharing and cause communi-
cation delays for global model aggregation, which impedes
the FL process.

To address these challenges and enhance the application
of FL in C-ITS, we propose a novel FL framework. The
main idea is to select clients for upcoming communication
rounds based on (i) the prediction of connection qualities in
the context of road traffic status and (ii) the similarity of
local data distribution in clients.

II. Background and Related Work
We discuss greedy and gossip client selection in FL, data-

and network-based strategies, and FL in vehicular networks
considering road traffic features.
Greedy and gossip client selection. FL, initially proposed
by McMahan et al. [13], suffers from the straggler effect due
to varying connection qualities [14]. Greedy client selection

includes all clients in each communication round, while gos-
sip (stochastic greedy) selection randomly selects connected
clients. Both strategies struggle to avoid the straggler effect.
Network-based client selection. Strategies focusing on net-
work quality [15]–[18] reduce the straggler effect but aren’t
specifically designed for vehicular networks with dynamic
connection qualities and high-priority traffic services. In-
spired by [19], we optimize client selection by predicting
communication latency in vehicular networks.
Data-based client selection. Client selection based on data
distribution tackles heterogeneity. The approaches in [20]–
[25] consider data heterogeneity but overlook network param-
eters. Our work addresses both data distribution and network
quality in vehicular networks. A comparison of the client
selection paradigms is shown in Tab. II.

III. Framework

Our contextual client selection framework is illustrated in
Fig. 2, comprising V2X information sharing, traffic topology
prediction, data-level client clustering, and network-level
client clustering.
V2X message fusion. We first fuse V2X messages. Continu-
ously receiving CAM and CPM enables dynamic road maps
with traffic object states. Road-side infrastructure collects
and forwards V2X messages to a server via V2I and I2N
networks. The server filters and fuses messages, obtaining
traffic object states, such as position, speed, and acceleration.
Fused results form an road traffic topology graph (RTTG),
with each CAV characterized by a node with attributes.
The RTTG digitizes C-ITS and recreates vehicular networks
virtually.
RTTG prediction. We predict future RTTGs. After V2X
message fusion, we initialize a prediction instance for each
CAV to estimate its trajectory. Predicted trajectories build



Fig. 3. FL training performance (testing accuracy changes over time in seconds) using various client selection strategies on non-iid MNIST (left), CIFAR-10
(middle) and SVHN (right) data distributed in 100 clients.

future RTTGs. Predicted RTTGs integrate with digital C-
ITS, providing possible connection quality for each CAV. We
simulate networks in digital twin and calculate FL commu-
nication latency based on predictive transport scenarios.
Data-level client grouping. We cluster clients into groups
considering data heterogeneity. Our goal is to group clients
with similar data distribution, ensuring each subset represents
the whole group’s data features. We observe model updates,
considering gradient similarity as a data similarity crite-
rion [20]. We group clients based on model parameter simi-
larity. Clients must report gradient updates before a deadline
for inclusion in data-level client grouping. After grouping,
each subset represents its cluster. Selecting at least one client
per cluster ensures satisfactory training performance.
Network-level client election. We elect clients in each group
based on contextual communication latency. Using predicted
RTTG latency, we determine efficient client contributions
for upcoming communication rounds. We employ the Fast-𝛾
rule, selecting the 𝛾 clients with the lowest communication
delay (0 < 𝛾 < 1) per cluster.

Through these stages, representative clients with minimal
contextual communication latency are chosen for model
aggregation. This process increases FL communication ef-
ficiency by optimizing communication rounds and round
duration. De-selected clients save computational resources
by not training models locally.

IV. Performance evaluation
We implement and demonstrate FL with our pipeline

as well as other four baselines, i.e. greedy, gossip, data-
based and network-based client selection strategy, on a com-
puter cluster with 4× NVIDIA-A100-PCIE-40GB GPUs and
4× 32-Core-AMD-EPYC-7513 CPUs. The environment is a
Linux system with Pytorch 1.8.1 and Cuda 11.1.

A. Experiment setup
We conduct the experimental evaluation by training mod-

els on three widely used open datasets MNIST [26],
CIFAR-10 [27] and SVHN [28] distributed into 100 CAV
clients in non-iid setting.2

2In our default non-iid setting, each client owns only 2 out of 10 classes.

TABLE I
Required time to reach 0.5 of test accuracy using various
paradigms of client selection strategies with decreasing

connection rate (CR).

CR Strategy Time (s) Reduction rate

- Gossip 3 891.14 1×

1.0
Data-based 213.50 18.23×
Network-based 620.47 6.27×
Contextual l93.77 20.08×

0.5
Data-based 2 446.75 1.59×
Network-based 690.29 5.64×
Contextual l79.54 21.67×

0.2
Data-based 2 563.20 1.52×
Network-based 634.12 6.14×
Contextual l86.47 20.87×

We compare our pipeline with four other client selection
strategies as baselines, i.e., greedy, gossip, data-based and
network-based, as described in Sec. II. The learning rate is
0.001 and the batch size is 64. The number of the local
epochs is set as 3 for training on MNIST, and 1 for training on
CIFAR-10 and SVHN, respectively. Except the greedy strat-
egy (all clients are selected in each communication round),
the general selection rate for FL clients is defined as 10%,
i.e. around 10 clients are selected in each communication
round.

B. Performance results
We show the general performance of FL with contextual

client selection for training models on three datasets dis-
tributed in 100 vehicle clients with respect to default non-
iid setting. We train deep learning models with different
sizes on MNIST, CIFAR-10 and SVHN as FL tasks. As
the experimental results in Fig. 3 show for all three tasks,
FL with our contextual client selection can outperform the
other four baselines. Generally, the FL with contextual client
selection can achieve remarkable higher test accuracy than
the other four strategies. Even though the network-based
strategy allows the ML-model to be trained to a comparable
test accuracy on SVHN, the contextual client selection re-



sults showcases much more stable convergence, as the data
heterogeneity across CAVs are taken into account.

We conduct the experiments with various connection rates
and evaluate the performance of FL. We take the required
time to reach 0.5 of test accuracy for FL with gossip client
selection as a baseline, and evaluate the time reduction rate
of FL with other strategies. As the comparison results show
in Tab. I, FL with contextual client selection always needs
less time than other two strategies at each connection rate.
The time reduction rates are robustly over 20× even when
only 20% of clients are connected in networks.

V. Conclusion
In this work, we reviewed the existing client selection

strategies for FL and introduced a novel four-stage V2X-
Boosted FL pipeline for C-ITS. The approach tackles both
data and network heterogeneity in vehicular networks, boost-
ing communication efficiency by reducing the number of
communication rounds and shortening the time required for
each round. Compared to other strategies, FL with contextual
client selection achieves higher accuracy and more stable
convergence performance by leveraging V2X messages dis-
seminated in vehicular networks. Future work will further
consider the analytical model of communication networks
and conduct more validation in traffic scenario data, such
as [29]–[31].
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VI. Appendix

TABLE II
Comparison of various paradigms of client selection strategies.

Greedy Gossip Data-based Network-based Contextual (ours)

All clients should be
selected in each FL
communication round.

A random subset of all
connected clients is
selected in each FL
communication round.

Clients are selected
according to the
similarity of local data
distribution.

Clients are selected
according to the
connection quality and
availability in networks.

Clients are selected in
consideration of both data
and network
heterogeneity.

Fig. 4. Test accuracy of FL with baselines and contextual client selection on CIFAR-10 data distributed in different class ratio in each client.

We also demonstrate various client selection strategies under different class ratio in each client to evaluate the performance
in non-iid settings. We consider a scenario for training a ML-model with 100 CAVs for three minutes. Note that the class
ratio 100% indicates iid setting. As Fig. 4 shows, the pure network-based strategy can make the test accuracy of FL higher
than others, because the data heterogeneity is not needed to be considered under ideal iid settings. However, in non-iid
settings, the contextual client selection enhances FL and leads to a better test accuracy than other strategies. For instances,
when the class ratio is 20%, it achieves 2.85× test accuracy compared to a pure data-based and 1.67× to a pure network-based
client selection strategy. Even in extremely non-iid setting with only 1 class in each client, the contextual client selection
can reach 38% test accuracy within three minutes, while the FL with network- or data-based strategies cannot converge.
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